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Abstract
Ultrasound elastography is perhaps the most important 
breakthrough in the evolution of ultrasonography in 
the last 15 years. Since transient elastography was 
introduced, many other methods have been developed 
and became more and more widely available. The value 
of ultrasound elastography in staging a chronic liver 
disease has been established by numerous studies. 
There have been many studies that have shown that 
using liver elastography it is possible to predict the 

presence of the complications of cirrhosis: portal 
hypertension, presence of esophageal varices (and even 
their risk of bleeding) and hepatocellular carcinoma. 
It has been shown that liver elastography can predict 
the progression of liver fibrosis and also the survival 
(hepatic events - free) of the patients with chronic liver 
diseases. These are the real quests of the clinicians, 
this is the ultimate scope of any medical investigation - 
to predict the outcome of a patient and to help making 
therapeutic decisions. I brought together only a small 
amount of the data that has already been written 
on this subject to support my affirmation that liver 
ultrasound elastography is more than a tool for staging 
the liver disease, but it is also comparable to a crystal 
ball which in the hands of a skilled clinician can reveal 
the future of the patient and can help to improve this 
future.
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Core tip: In this editorial I brought together data from 
the literature in the support of the affirmation that 
liver ultrasound elastography is more than a tool for 
staging the disease, that it can also be used to predict 
the presence of the complications of cirrhosis: portal 
hypertension, presence of esophageal varices (and 
even their risk of bleeding), ascites and hepatocellular 
carcinoma. Studies shown that liver elastography can 
predict the progression of liver fibrosis and also the 
survival (hepatic events - free) of the patients with 
chronic liver diseases, being therefore a helpful tool in 
the hands of a skilled clinician.
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Liver ultrasound elastography: More than staging the 
disease



INTRODUCTION
Ultrasound elastography is perhaps the most important 
breakthrough in the evolution of ultrasonography in 
the last 15 years. Liver elastography in particular has 
seen an unprecedented development in the last 10 
years since transient elastography (TE) was introduced 
in 2003 as a tool to assess the liver fibrosis. Since 
then, many approaches have been tried with the same 
purpose: to evaluate the stiffness of the liver tissue and 
thus to appreciate the extension of the liver damage, to 
correctly identify the stage of the fibrosis. 

The main idea behind elastography is that the 
elasticity of the analyzed tissue can offer information on 
the health of that particular organ. A stiffer liver tissue 
usually indicates the presence of the consequence of 
any chronic liver disease: the fibrosis. There can be 
some interferences (inflammation, steatosis, meal 
consumption prior the examination)[1-5], but the increase 
of the stiffness of the liver is mostly due to fibrosis.

Liver ultrasound elastography techniques are based 
on the principle that the speed of a wave that propagates 
through the liver is influenced by the stiffness of the 
tissue. Basically, the stiffer the liver, the faster the wave 
passes through. 

TE (Fibroscan/Echosens) uses a mechanical wave 
generated by a special transducer, while acoustic 
radiation force impulse imaging (ARFI, Siemens) and 
shear wave elastography (SWE, Supersonic Imaging) use 
sound waves. Other ultrasound elastography techniques 
have been also developed, but TE and ARFI are the 
subjects of most researches, these two techniques being 
the oldest in use.

The value of ultrasound elastography in staging a 
chronic liver disease has been established by numerous 
studies[6-14]. But staging the disease is just one step 
towards what the clinician actually wants to achieve: 
to glimpse into the future of the patient, to see how 
the disease is going to evolve, what complications and 
when are they going to occur.

Liver elastography has some limitations - TE cannot 
be performed or the results may be influenced in the 
presence of the obesity, ascites, narrow intercostal 
spaces. ARFI overcomes most of these limitations, the 
rate of unsuccessful or unreliable measurements being 
significantly lower than with TE.

The predictive value of the liver ultrasound elasto-
graphy is the subject of this editorial. If not otherwise 
mentioned, the following information refers to TE.

USE OF LIVER ULTRASOUND 
ELASTOGRAPHY FOR THE PREDICTION 
OF THE PATIENT'S PROGNOSIS
There have been many studies that have shown 
that using liver elastography it is possible to predict 

the presence of the complications of cirrhosis: portal 
hypertension (PH), presence of esophageal varices (EV) 
and their risk of rupture, ascites and hepatocellular 
carcinoma (HCC). It has been shown that liver elasto-
graphy can predict the progression of liver fibrosis and 
can also predict the survival of patients with chronic liver 
diseases. 

LIVER ELASTOGRAPHY IN THE 
PREDICTION OF PH
PH is traditionally evaluated by measuring (invasively) the 
hepatic vein portal gradient (HVPG) and is defined as the 
HVPG of over 5 mmHg. PH becomes clinically significant 
when HVPG value is over 10 mmHg as it is more often 
associated with the presence of the varices[15,16]. A 
value of over 12 mmHg predicts a high risk of variceal 
bleeding[15,16]. HVPG measurement is recommended to all 
patients newly diagnosed with cirrhosis for the evaluation 
of risk and establishment of prognosis[17] and is also a 
good tool to monitor the response to treatment and 
achievement of endpoints (over 20% HVPG decrease as 
compared to baseline and/or HVPG < 12 mmHg)[17].

Both liver stiffness and spleen stiffness have shown 
to be predictors for detecting PH[18-21]. Liver stiffness 
measurement (LSM) has a good correlation with HVPG 
r = 0.81, P < 0.0001 when using TE[18], and r = 0.611, 
P < 0.0001 with SWE[20]. One study that compared LS 
with spleen stiffness (SS) assessed both by SWE found 
that the diagnostic performance of LSM was significantly 
better than that of SS for the diagnosis of clinically 
significant PH (area under the receiver operating 
characteristic curve of 0.87 vs 0.64, P = 0.003).

LSM has also a good correlation with the stage of 
cirrhosis, increasing along with HVPG as the Child stage 
increases[22]. A meta analysis made on 18 studies which 
included 3644 patients found an overall specificity of 
90% (95%CI: 0.81-0.95) and a sensitivity of 79% 
(95%CI: 0.58-0.91) for LSM by TE in the detection of 
significant PH[23]. The study of Zhang in 2014 showed 
that a value of over 13.6 kPa at TE predicts significant 
PH with a specificity of 72.53% and a sensitivity of 
83.87%[21]. Another study comparing TE with ARFI 
found that both are well correlated with PH: r = 0.765; 
P < 0.001 for TE and r = 0.646; P < 0.001 for ARFI[24]. 
At the optimal cut-off (2.58 m/s), the sensitivity and 
specificity for ARFI (AUROC: 0.855) were 71.4 % and 
87.5 %, respectively[24]. In the study by Carrión et al[25], 
there was a close correlation of TE with HVPG (r = 0.84, 
P < 0.001). The optimal liver stiffness cutoff value for 
diagnosis of PH (HVPG 6 mmHg) was 8.74 kPa, with a 
sensitivity of 90%, specificity 81%, positive predictive 
value 81%, and negative predictive value of 90%[25].

Predicting clinically significant PH is one step towards 
the prediction of the presence of EV and their risk of 
bleeding.
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LIVER ELASTOGRAPHY IN THE 
PREDICTION OF THE PRESENCE OF EV 
AND THEIR RISK OF RUPTURE
Liver stiffness measured by TE showed good results 
in detecting the presence of EV, with AUROC’s ranging 
between 0.76 and 0.88[18,26-28]. The cut-offs mentioned 
by the above studies were 17.6, 21.5, 19 kPa and 
respectively 19.2 kPa and for these cut-offs the 
sensitivities were 0.9, 0.76, 0.84 and 0.85 while the 
specificities were 0.43, 0.78, 0.7 and 0.87.

Studies have also shown a correlation between LSM 
and the size of the EV[27,29,30]. Thus, LSM may be of help 
in the selection of patients for endoscopic screening for 
EV and their complications.

Liver stiffness may also predict the risk of variceal 
bleeding by predicting large grade EV (Paquet grade 
higher or equal to 2), AUROC = 0.85 (95%CI: 
0.75-0.94)[28]. Another study found an AUROC of 
0.58 (95%CI: 0.48-0.67) for ARFI and 0.53 (95%CI: 
0.44-0.63) for TE for predicting variceal bleeding[31] 
sowing that the two analyzed methods have similar 
value for this purpose. Elastography may be helpful 
to screen and identify patients who are at high risk of 
having large grade EV, which predict variceal bleeding 
and, therefore, need endoscopic screening. 

Liver elastography can also be used in combination 
with other markers (such as spleen diameter and 
platelet count) to identify more precisely the patients 
with higher risk for EV bleeding[32].

LIVER ELASTOGRAPHY IN THE 
PREDICTION OF THE PRESENCE OF HCC
Prognosis of patients with chronic liver disease is 
determined by the extent and progression of liver 
fibrosis, which may lead to the development of HCC. 

Liver stiffness is significantly higher in patients 
with HCC than in patients without HCC[33-35]. However, 
most of the studies found that liver stiffness alone is 
insufficient to predict the presence or absence of HCC 
and that it should be associated in a score with other 
markers. A score developed by Wong et al[33] based 
on liver stiffness, age, serum albumin and hepatitis B 
virus DNA level was found to have AUROC’s of 0.83 to 
0.89 in the identification of the HCC patients and a very 
good negative (99.4%-100%) for the exclusion of HCC 
in patients. In the study conducted by Feier et al[34], LS 
was significantly higher (42 kPa vs 27 kPa, P < 0.0001) 
in the HCC group than in the non-HCC group, but 
other 3 parameters (alanine-aminotransferase, alpha-
fetoprotein and interquartile range of the LSMs) were 
added to elastography in a score and the resulted model 
combining the four variables showed a good diagnostic 
performance in both training and validation groups, with 
AUROCs of 0.86 and 0.8, respectively[34].

Jung et al[36] has shown that liver stiffness is also 
useful as a part of a predictive model that identifies 

patients that are at risk for late recurrence after curative 
resection of HCC. On multivariate analysis, patients with 
older age, male sex, heavy alcohol consumption (> 80 
g/d), lower serum albumin, HBe antigen positivity and 
LSM > 8 kPa were at a significantly greater risk of HCC 
development.

LIVER ELASTOGRAPHY IN THE 
PREDICTION OF THE SURVIVAL OF 
THE PATIENTS wITH CHRONIC LIVER 
DISEASES
Liver stiffness, expressing the severity of the liver 
damage, is correlated with hepatic events and death. It 
has been shown by many studies that measuring liver 
elasticity one can predict the survival of a patient[37-40].

In the study conducted by Wong et al[37], they found 
age, Hui index and liver stiffness to be independent 
predictors of hepatic event - free survival. The same 
study showed that the worsening of the liver stiffness 
and Hui index at a follow up visit compared to baseline 
predicted a hepatic event.

Pang et al[38] found that liver stiffness by TE was an 
independent predictor of complications (hazard ratio 
1.05 per kPa; 95%CI: 1.03-1.06), with the 2-year 
incidence rates of death or hepatic complications 
of 2.6%, 9%, 19%, and 34% in patients with liver 
stiffness < 10 kPa, 10-19.9 kPa, 20-39.9 kPa, and ≥ 
40 kPa, respectively (P < 0.00005).

de Lédinghen et al[39] showed that survival in patients 
with chronic B hepatitis was significantly decreased in 
patients diagnosed with severe fibrosis, no matter if liver 
elastography was used (P < 0.0001) or liver biopsy (P = 
0.02) for the staging of fibrosis.

The study conducted by Vergniol et al[40] also showed 
that in patients with chronic C hepatitis, noninvasive 
tests for liver fibrosis (measurement of liver stiffness or 
FibroTest) can predict 5-year survival. 

The fact that liver stiffness can predict survival may 
help clinicians in their decision-making process for 
establishing therapeutic options for the patient and even 
liver transplantation indication.

CONCLUSION
In the past 10 years, liver ultrasound elastography 
struggled and succeeded to partially replace liver biopsy 
for the purpose of staging the liver diseases regardless 
of their etiology. However, as the method became more 
widely available and because the actual quest of the 
clinician is to evaluate as completely as possible the 
extent of the liver damage, its complications and if 
possible, even to predict an outcome, LSM was studied 
recently for these purposes also.

It is now known that cirrhosis has a complex and 
dynamic pathologic spectrum. The average risk of 
progressing from compensated to decompensated 
cirrhosis is 6%-9% per year[41]. Survival in the com-
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pensated state is of an average of 12 years, while in the 
decompensated state the median survival is of only 2 
years[41]. Thus identifying patients in early stages of a 
liver disease (even in the compensated state of cirrhosis) 
is crucial for the outcome of the patient. Besides, 
identifying patients with complications and establishing 
their survival prognostic is of more help in the treatment 
decision and in the monitoring plan for the future. 

We now have noninvasive means to precisely stage 
the fibrosis. Particularly, as shown above, liver ultrasound 
elastography (with many methods developed by now 
for the same purpose - TE, ARFI or SWE) is also a useful 
tool for identifying patients with a higher risk of having 
complications like PH, EV and even HCC. With the use of 
elastography the clinician can also appreciate the risk of 
the patient of having an unfavorable course and develop 
complications like EV rupture, decompensation of the 
cirrhosis and even death (Table 1).

Therefore, used rationally, liver ultrasound is more 
than a tool for staging the disease, is a kind of crystal 
ball that in the hand of a skilled clinician can reveal the 
future of the patient and contribute to the improvement 
of this future.
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